How 2’s

MAKING IT
HAPPEN AT
WITH YOUR
GROUP

Helping Kids in Bulgaria have a “CHRIST” Filled Christmas!
This is a flyer designed to
walk you through how to
help kids and a community
at the same time!
Virtual Christmas Gift Boxes

This is a way to help kids
(orphan, street kids and poor
kids in Bulgaria) with a
Christmas Gift. Much like the
idea of filling and wrapping a
shoe box that is sent to needy
children, this is the same idea
but instead of actually buying,
filling, wrapping and sending
the box. You do it on paper
through your church. We get
the list of things you want to
purchased (what you marked)
and get it to a needy child.
Once you have filled out your
list and returned it with the
cost of the items. The funds

will be deposited in our bank
and we will then withdraw the
money and purchase locally the
items you choose for the
children.
We have set this up for it
helps in several ways.
1) By you giving the funds and
letting us do the shopping we
help local business – which
have most of the items less
expensive than in America this
puts fund back in the pockets
of locals business folks. Helping
in a small way our economy.
2) You save the shipping cost.
Not only to the carrier costs
but often when we get
packages we end up paying
taxes on it here so it costs the
missions more money.

3) You save time – Your time
going to the store, you save
the shipping time making sure
it arrives by Christmas.
4) We can help tailor make the
boxes to fit the needs and age
of the children. Plus we can
make sure that they are all
similar (as the kids will
compare what they receive) to
help with unity in families and
neighborhoods.

INSIDE:
• IDEAS TO MAKE IT FUN FOR
KIDS
• WAYS PARENTS CAN USE IT
AS A LESSON ON GIVING
• ALL THE FORMS AND SLIPS
FOR YOU TO REPRODUCE AS
NEEDED

Gifts Ready to be delivered

Why do this?
It is one of many ways
to show Christ’s love
during this time of year!
God loved us that He gave
us His son. The reason why
we have Christmas in the
first place. This project can
help churches local classes,
small groups and families
get a handle on helping
someone who would not
otherwise have a Christmas.

Ways this can work in your Setting
Idea One -

Do it as part of the children’s program at church. Send home the flyer
(included) telling about the project. The list of things that can be purchased
and the price in dollars. They can mark what they want to include in their box
and return it when you are collecting the forms with payment.
A neat twist is using the attached symbols, make copies of the items that could
be purchased and on a given date during class - let the kids (Or families) shop
by collecting what they want to send. Add up the price, mark the form, collect
the money. – The neat thing about this is that then can then take them home
the slips and color the items and use them to decorate a tree as a reminder to
pray. (or the kids could color them and leave them on the fridge for the season)

We know who is getting
these gifts because we will
distribute them to families
that we work with or see
everyday. This may be the
things that begins to draw
them to Christ!
We will report back what
happens and how the boxes
are received so you get
another teachable spot on
with the class with kids on
helping and giving!
Thanks for helping!

Idea Two –

Include the flyer with the order form on the back of it in your bulletin. Ask the
congregation to return the form with payment by (pick a date).

Idea Three –

Decide how many boxes your church would like to commit to. Decide what you
want in each box. Use the attached symbols to represent the items and cut out
the number of items you need for the number of gifts and place them on a tree
or bulliten board in the lobby of the church where people can select what they
want and pay for those items (this is a great way to get kids involved in giving
and helping others. (it is like shopping with out having to go to the store).

Idea Four –

Set it up anyway you want – Our goal is not to tell you how to do it but to allow
people in the churches to help kids who would not have a Christmas, have one.
That can only happen as we have support from our partner Churches.

When finished -

When it is done total the number of items or boxes purchased and email your
master list to almellinger@yahoo.com and then we will give instructions of
where to send or deposit the funds for the boxes.

Don’t forget to check
out the website for
additional info as it
happens.
www.almellinger.com
Click on the Virtual Christmas Gift
Box Link and check out photo’s
and updates on who and how
many gift boxes are being
assembled!

Virtual Christmas Gift Box - Shopping list:
This is for a ___Boy Gift or ___Girl Gift

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

$3.50 age & gender appropriate toys
$0.75 pens
$1.25 pencils, sharpener & pencil bag
$0.75 glue
$0.50 crayons
$1.00 markers
$1.00 stamps and ink pad sets
$1.50 writing pads or paper
$0.75 coloring and/or picture books
$1.00 scissors
$2.00 tooth brush, tooth paste & soap
$2.00 hair clips & costume jewelry (Girl)
$3.00 ball cap/stocking cap (Boy)
$2.00 comb & brush
$1.00 candies
$2.00 mittens or gloves
$3.50 t-shirt
$1.50 socks

___ $10.00 Blanket
___ ______ Donation for whatever needs we might find

____ Total
A suggested amount per child would be about $20 - If you can add a blanket about $30 per
child.
Please pay your church/group (as they request) They will then send us one check to cover all the
“Virtual Christmas Gift Boxes” Purchased from your church/group!
Thanks for you interest and help!
Check out www.almellinger.com for updates, photos and other details on this project through out the season
and beyond!

For Bulgaria!

Helping Kids in Bulgaria have a “CHRIST” Filled Christmas!
This is a way to help kids (orphan, street kids and poor
kids in Bulgaria) with a Christmas Gift. Much like the idea
of filling and wrapping a shoe box that is sent to needy
children, this is the same idea but instead of actually
buying, filling, wrapping and sending the box. You do it
on paper through your church. We get the list of things
you want to purchased (what you marked) and get it to a
needy child. Once you have filled out your list and
returned it with the cost of the items. The funds will be
deposited in our bank and we will then withdraw the
money and purchase locally the items you choose for the
children.

We have set this up to helps in several ways.
1) By you giving the funds and letting us do the shopping
we help local business – which have most of the items
less expensive than in America this puts fund back in the
pockets of locals business folks. Helping in a small way
our economy.
2) You save the shipping cost. Not only to the carrier costs but often when we get packages we end up paying taxes on it
here so it costs the missions more money.
3) You save time – Your time going to the store, you save the shipping time making sure it arrives by Christmas.
4) We can help tailor make the boxes to fit the needs and age of the children. Plus we can make sure that they are all
similar (as the kids will compare what they receive) to help with unity in families and neighborhoods.

FM World Missions

Fill out the form on the back and return it to your Church/
Group with the payment. That is all you need to do - but you
can use this opportunity to teach your children about giving.
Check out www.almellinger.com for more information on the
Virtual Christmas Gift Box Program.
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